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What do you get if you replace an
Irish engineer with a Scottish engineer? If
the two gentlemen in question were
responsible for laying railway lines across
Australia in the last century the answer
would be 'confusion'. In their infinite
wisdom, and under the guidance of the
aforementioned engineers, different states
adopted different gauges for the lines
with the result that a traveler could
expect to encounter five breaks of gauge
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in his or her journey across the continent.
A hundred years later the situation has improved, though it's
still not perfect.
I am reminded of this when I survey the present movement towards professional registration of geoscientists. To
the best of my knowledge four Canadian provinces/territories have enacted legislation providing for registration while
others are moving actively towards it. In the United States at
least twenty three states have registration requirements. In
the United Kingdom professional geoscientists have the
option of registering as chartered geologists, chartered
engineers, European geologists or European engineers. In
South Africa registration is available under the Natural
Sciences Act and in Australia we now have, or will shortly
have, the choice of registering as either a chartered practicing
geologist or a registered professional geoscientist. I have no
doubt that similar proposals are under discussion, or are
already in place, in other countries.
Given that many geochemists tend to be nomadic, this
plethora of registration requirements would seem to represent
a serious barrier to their normal migratory habits. Hopefully,
greater reciprocity between registration schemes will be
established in time but until it is we seem to be suffering from
a bad attack of 'Australian rail-gauge syndrome'.
At this stage, registration is often voluntary, under the
umbrella of a self-regulating professional body, although in
some cases, e.g. British Columbia, it is mandatory for all
professional geoscientists. It is probably true to say that the
move towards registration has been met with somewhat less
than overwhelming enthusiasm by many of the scientists for
whom it was put in place. They make the point that as
members of a professional body, such as the AEG, they are
already bound by entry qualifications and a code of conduct
which are similar to those that are now proposed under the
various schemes for registration. On the other hand,
supporters point to the fact that many of the registration
schemes go beyond simple maintenance of standards. They
attempt to improve them through continuous professional
development and through establishment of a stronger voice
in the corridors of power. This in turn should lead to greater
Continued on Page 3

INTRODUCTION
Exploration is an integrative exercise, combining aspects
of geology, geochemistry, geophysics, and biology to highlight regions that may contain important mineralization.
Data exist as distributions of rocks, regolith and soil; concentrations of minerals and lithophile and chalcophile elements;
and remotely-sensed information on physical properties such
as reflectance, density, magnetic susceptibility, and conductivity. Large volumes of data must be integrated logically to
provide the best chance for mineral discovery, and this is
especially true when decisions concerning field programs are
involved. Also, data should be archived appropriately so that
they may be recalled for consideration in the light of new
exploration concepts.
Regardless of the amount of data, they must be interpreted correctly, and this is where experience is essential.
Explorationists are trained to integrate information from a lot
of sources, and except perhaps for luck, experience triumphs
nearly every time.
SEARCHMAP CONCEPT
SearchMap is an outgrowth of the belief that there should
be simple and meaningful ways to graphically integrate
conceptual and quantitative map information (Pride, et al.,
Continued on Page 3
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Information for Contributors to EXPLORE
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advances in exploration geochemistry and a key informational
source. In addition to contributions on exploration geochemistry,
we encourage material on multidisciplinary applications,
environmental geochemistry, and analytical technology. Of particular interest are extended abstracts on new concepts for guides
to ore, mode! improvements, exploration tools, unconventional
case histories, and descriptions of recently discovered or developed deposits.
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Sherman Marsh and Tom Nash

Spatial analysis of geochemical information has always
been important in our profession. Geochemical maps have
been the hallmark of our work. In an era of proliferating
databases, multi-variate and multi-disciplinary interpretations are active fields of research. Efficient and effective maps
are required to examine data and to search for derivative
meanings for exploration or environmental assessment. And
effective maps are required to present geochemical information to managers and investors, professionals and laymen.
We encourage discussion, and especially would welcome
technical contributions describing effective methods for
spatial analysis or 'visualization', the current jargon for this
hot computing topic.
Doug Pride and associates at Ohio State describe for us
their work on mapping of conceptual information. As shown
herein, this is a promising arena that merits our attention.
This is a variety of 'artificial intelligence' computing that is
advanced in the medical profession and in its infancy in
geology. This is one way to capture the expertise of senior
geologists and geochemists, before we become senile. Some
say these methods have 20-20 hindsight, re-discovering
deposits that already are known. But there are signs that the
younger generation of computing wizards can find ways to
make this method produce more than the sum of the data
layers. Pooling and publication of professional insights and
experiences can make a difference in research such as this. We
will gladly give you this podium.
Sherm and Tom
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Technical Note
continued from page 1

continued from page 1

status for the professional geoscientist and greater security
for both empioyers and the public. Realists would be
justified in adding that the move towards registration
appears to be so strong that it would be foolish to ignore it,
and that any professional body would serve its members best
by participating in the process in order to achieve the best
outcome for its members.
In the case of the AEG, I believe that it would be foolish
to attempt to set up our own registration scheme. We fit
naturally and comfortably within the broader group of
geoscientists and should try to work with them, not against
them. I would be particularly interested to hear members'
thoughts on professional registration. Some of you have
lived with it, perhaps for several years. Others are only now
beginning to grapple with it, while for others that pleasure
lies in the future. For those who are already registered I have
three questions. Do you think the system is working? Do you
view registration as a positive development or a necessary
evil? Do you feel that there is any danger that the governing
body could become dominated by an 'old-boys club' - who
will guard the guards? If I can inject one personal note, on
which I would appreciate comment, I find it disturbing that
in at least one case the legislation extends as far as requiring
that universities adhere to a syllabus that is laid down by the
external body responsible for registration. Is this not too
prescriptive? Does it not usurp the freedom of the university
to go in new directions, to decide what it will teach and how
it will teach it?

1996). Quantitative data are relatively easy to visualize, but
conceptual information is difficult to handle meaningfully.
SerchMap is grid-based and employs a "search kernel" to
create a new layer of information-a SearchMap-from one or
more input data layers. The kernel is a filter that sweeps each
layer of data, stopping at every pixel to look around for
significant information within a search radius that is defined
by the user. Users weight the importance of data with respect
to distance from the center pixel in the filter; and they weight
the importance of each layer of data with respect to every
other layer in the interest matrix (fig. 1).

As I write, news is breaking on allegations of serious
fraud involving the Busang gold deposit in Indonesia, with
claims that reserves were over-stated because of "invalid
samples and assaying of those samples." No doubt more
details will have emerged by the time you read this, but the
allegations as they stand now reflect badly on the professionalism of geochemists. What can we learn from this? Is there
any way that it could have been avoided?
The 18th IGES in Jerusalem is upon us. Even at this late
date there is still time to register and I urge you to participate.
I look forward to meeting many of you there.
David Garnett
PMB 1, Menai, NSW 2234, AUSTRALIA
Tel: (612) 9543 2644
Fax: (612)9543 2655
email: naa@bq.com.au
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Figure 1. Schematic illustrating interest within and among
input data layers,

A model or interest matrix, as in figure 1, drives the
SearchMap for a region of unknown mineral potential. An
explorationist has placed most of his/her faith in geology and
mineral occurrence, plus geochemistry. Geophysics and
"other" forms of data complete the matrix. Note that the
explorationist feels that geology and geophysics provide
broad information, whereas mineral occurrence and
geochemistry are most useful when found near the center cell
in the search filter. The user in this example has chosen
"linear decreasing" interest with respect to the center cell,
except for mineral occurrence, which he/she feels is particularly important if samples are very near the center of the
filter.
Several categories of information may exist under each of
the general headings; for example, structure, rock type, and
rock age under "geology". The relative weights assigned to
each category and subcategory are at the discretion of the
user, and they can be modified until he/she is satisfied with
the result. Once satisfied, the next step is to examine highlighted localities using high resolution data.
At this time, the SearchMap software is a "research code"
system (i.e., not yet ready to be offered to the public). It
currently is implemented on Silicon Graphic "Indy" and HP
9000/715 workstations, but it is designed for use on any
UNIX system. The software is written in C++ using the
graphic interface library "Forms", and it supports both color
and gray scale images. Datasets and input files are text files,
and the software is event-driven, so user actions guide
computational flow.
Continued on Page 4
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CREATING A SEARCHMAP
Users specify how each data value is to be displayed, and
all appropriate parameters are specified using standard
interface elements such as pull-down menus and dialogue
boxes. Important subsets of the data are extracted, influence
spreading is defined, and, finally, the relative weights among
layers are supplied to produce the SearchMap configuration.
Changes made by the user automatically trigger appropriate
recalculation and re-display. Recalculations are fast, allowing
users to experience the effects of changing weights within
and among input data layers interactively, and the parameters for intermediate steps are saved, preserving the "trainof-thought", which is available for display and reconsideration at any time.
The expression in figure 2 illustrates the manipulations
that are involved in producing a SearchMap. Pixels containing significant attributes are reclassified using a binary code
Equation:
n

1*1 (+1

where

u

index scanning the input maps Pl and the resulting SearchMap P
The pixel value at (f,y) in layer i

K,

derived value of ihe pixel at (i.J) in the SearchMap

x,y

index scanning (he weight mask «•(
weigh! assigned to a pixel at (x, y) displacement from the center pixel

i*\

the size of the weight mask. Commonly, /+ 1 is an odd number.

IfT,

the weight applied to the ** input layer.

Figure 2. Expression illustrating manipulations involved in
calculating a matrix of SearchMap pixels.

that defines attributes either as important or not important.
To compute the contributions of the important pixels in a data
layer to a pixel at (i,j), we superimpose a two-dimensional
filter such that the center of the filter lies directly over the
pixel at (i,j). The filter contains a radial interest function that
represents the relative importance of the surrounding pixels
to the center pixel in the filter— the weighted values of all
significant pixels that lie within the search distance defined
by the user. The interest may take any of several forms (e.g.,
linear or log decreasing, even increasing) with respect to
distance from the center pixel in the search filter. The final
value of each pixel in the SearchMap is determined by adding
the contributions of each of the input layers (inner two
summations), summed over the weights assigned to each
layer (outermost summation).
The computations required by the interest matrix and
defined by figure 2 are accomplished layer by layer. Following binary reclassification, each input layer is "convolved"
with the radial interest function (the filter) to produce an
image that represents the spread of influence about each of
the pixels or groups of pixels carrying attributes of interest.
The significant pixels are mapped as a constant value, and the

spread of influence occurs as "blurring" around the pixels of
interest, the width and intensity of the blurring equal to the
search distance and the interest with respect to distance from
the center pixel in the filter.
The process of convolution can be viewed as passing the
filter incrementally over each row and column of pixels. The
SearchMap is derived by adding the convolved layers,
multiplied by their weights for each pixel (i,j). In this way, a
new matrix of pixels is derived for each set of search distances and weights; and a new Map is generated each time
one or more of these parameters is changed.
EXAMPLE USING DIAMOND EXPLORATION DATA
BASE
In diamond exploration, the age of crystalline basement
rocks and the thickness of the lithosphere, together with the
presence of crustal lineaments and occurrences of bedrock
and alluvial diamonds are important to developing an
exploration plan. Explorationists, however, may disagree on
the relative importance of these attributes, and as to whether
or not additional attributes should be included in the model.
For example, how significant is the occurrence nearby of
carbonatite bodies; are cryptoexplosion structures present in
the vicinity; is the presence of sedimentary and/or glacial
cover in areas suspected to contain primary diamond deposits important; and is crustal thickness of interest in such
terrain? With SearchMap, these features can easily be
included, weighted, and examined to develop the best
exploration plan.
Economic diamond-bearing kimberlite magmas penetrate
Archean basement in regions of thick (>150 km) lithosphere.
Large-scale fractures apparently provide a focus for the
mantle-derived magmatism. Kimberlites occur in clusters,
and they bring to the surface high chromium garnet and
diopside, in addition to diamonds. Economic lamproite
intrusions are genetically similar to kimberlites, but to date
have been found only in Early Proterozoic (1.6-2.5 Ga)
terrain. Overlying strata may dissipate the explosive power
of both types of intrusions before they reach the surface.
Upon reaching the surface, or following exposure by erosion,
both kimberlite and lamproite release diamonds and associated minerals into the surface environment, where they are
redistributed by surface processes.
Figure 3 presents an exploration scenario in which
several features that are germane to primary diamond
deposits are present, and the two sets of search arcs demonstrate how the evidence may be accessed to develop an
exploration SearchMap. A matrix of new pixels is produced
as the search filter sweeps the input data for geology (rock
ages, lineaments, lineament intersections), known occurrences of kimberlite and lamproite, and alluvial diamonds
and indicator minerals.
Memmi (1993) examined a 2.9xlOfi km2 region of the
north-central United States and southernmost Canada for its
potential to contain economic kimberlite and lamproite
deposits. Combining geology, structure, mineral occurrence,
geochemistry, and geophysics, he was able to isolate four
regions that may contain economic intrusions: (1) WisconsinUP Michigan, (2) SE Wyoming, (3) NE North Dakota-N
Minnesota-S Ontario, and (4) NW Iowa.
The data from the study by Memmi have been reevaluated using the SearchMap software. Table 1 presents a
search matrix designed by Memmi for the region, plus a
Continued on Page 5
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Figure 3. Features of interest to diamond explorationists, and search
pixels situated to access the information and create pixels in
SeearchMap matrix.

matrix designed by Pride for the same data. Both matrices
stress the importance of basement age and lithospheric
thickness, and the significance of kimberlites that carry
diamonds, whatever the size and grade. Pride feels that the
presence of alluvial diamonds also is important, whereas
Memmi does not assign particular significance to them (most
alluvial diamonds have been found in regions of Pleistocene
TABLE 1
DIAMOND EXPLORATION SEARCH MATRICES
Memmi
Pride
Attribute
Dist." Int."
Dist.
Int.
basement age
20km 24%
80km
25%
15
lithospheric thickness
12
16
,100
diamond-bearing
80
15
kimberlite
40
15
kimberlite or lamproite
40
12
60
10
80
10
alluvial diamonds
52
3
basement fault or
20
lineament
12
10
15
20
10
20
basement flexure axes
2
surface flexure axes
20
2
20
2
carbonatite
100
5
60
2
cryptoexplosion structure
20
3
60
4
100%
100%
(*) Dist. refers to search distance considered bv the user to be
significant with respect to the center pixel in the search filter; Int. refers
to relative importance of each layer of data to the center pixel.
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T e c h n i c a l N o t e Continued from PageS
glaciation). Conversely, Memmi feels that the presence of
basement flexure axes is much more significant than does
Pride. Positive flexure axes may represent crustal upwarps
such as domes, anticlines, and horsts, which are recognized
as favorable sites for the emplacement of kimberlite and
lamproite magmatism (Dawson, 1964; Gold, 1984; Mitchell
and Bergman, 1991).
A maximum search distance of 100 kilometers was
chosen (25 pixels with diameter 4km), and the interest versus
distance function is linear decreasing in all cases. In practice,
the search distance can be varied by reducing the interest to
zero (e.g., Memmi is not interested in basement faults and
lineaments unless they are within 12 km of the center of the
search kernel). Inspection of the matrices reveals considerable variation in search distance, but, overall, Memmi is more
conservative than Pride. Figure 4 is the SearchMap based on
the interest matrix defined by Memmi, and figure 5 is the
map produced from input by Pride. The northern 60 percent
(approx.) of both figures is underlain by rocks that are Early
Proterozoic or older, within lithosphere that ranges to more
than 150 km thick (Memmi, 1993). This is the canvas upon
which the other clues to diamond occurrences (e.g., lineaments, kimberlites and lamproites, and alluvial diamonds)
are painted to yield the patterns seen in the figures. The
southern 40 percent of both figures does not contain significant targets within the context of the current exploration
models.

The gray scale renderings (figs. 4, 5) present considerable
information, but it should be noted that regions of 80% and
90% interest are present within the areas of >70% interest.
Both Memmi and Pride highlight strongly anomalous areas
(>70%) in the Upper Peninsula (UP) of Michigan, and in
southeastern Wyoming, but the latter anomaly extends into
northern Colorado only on the map by Pride. Kelsey Lake,
CO, is the site of a commercial diamond mine, and diamondbearing kimberlite has been found at Crystal Falls in the UP
Michigan. Both localities lie within the most strongly
anomalous areas on the map by Pride, and the locality in UP
Michigan is highlighted by Memmi. However, the highlighted regions on both maps are considerably larger than the
individual deposits.
The maps by Memmi and Pride identify anomalies in
Wisconsin, although the region in west-central WI that is
highlighted by Pride does not show up on the map by
Memmi — the Rock Elm disturbance is located in this general
vicinity (Cordua, 1985), and 14 alluvial diamonds with a total
weight of 12.2 carats have been recovered from the area
(Gunn, 1968). On the other hand, several "bright spot"
anomalies show up in northern Minnesota and southern
Ontario on the map by Memmi, but Pride did not identify
any of these. The anomalies (fig. 4) average about 1000 km2
(32km x 32km), and occur along a northeast trend that
approximates the boundary between Archean and Early
Proterozoic rocks in the region — a setting similar to that of
the Argyle lamproite in northwest Australia.
Continued on Page 7
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Figure 4. SearchMap based on the interest matrix of Memmi. Bar scale represents percent coincidence of attributes (the "exploration focus" as
determined by Memmi). Gray lines are basement faults and lineaments defined by Saunders and Hicks (1976).
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Figure 5. SearchMap based on interest matrix of Pride. Bar scale represents the exploration focus determined by Pride.

Early Proterozoic rocks are present in southern Minnesota and northwest Iowa, and both Memmi and Pride
highlight the area for its potential to host economic diamondbearing (lamproite) intrusions. Both also highlight areas in
central and eastern Montana. Lamproite has been described
in the Smoky Butte and Froze-to-Death Butte fields of
northeastern Montana, and in the Yellow Water Butte field of
east-central Montana (Mitchell and Bergman, 1991). The
Williams kimberlite cluster (Hearn, 1968) and the Rocky Boy
carbonatite (Woolley, 1987) are present in north-central
Montana.
The Great Plains region of western Minnesota, North and
South Dakota, eastern Montana, and northeastern Wyoming
is underlain by Archean and Early Proterozoic basement, and
lithosphere that ranges to more than 150 km thick.
Kimberlite and lamproite intrusions might be expected to
occur there, although none have been reported to date. The
Great Lakes tectonic zone (Sims, et al., 1980), which trends
northeast from central South Dakota through central Minnesota is cut by several major structures (Saunders and Hicks,
1976). Most notable among these are the Lewis and Clark (SE
Wisconsin to central Montana), and the Sheyenne River
structure (along the Wisconsin-UP Michigan border, across
northern Minnesota and North Dakota, to extreme NE
Montana). The Wind River lineament, which extends from
southernmost Indiana through southern Wyoming intersects
the NE-trending Cheyenne belt (Karlstrom and Houston,

1984) in SE Wyoming. Smaller structures cross all of the
major lineaments, and such combinations may be particularly
good places to look for kimberlite and lamproite fields — for
example, in northeastern South Dakota (fig. 6).
INTEGRATED SEARCHMAPS
Table 2 presents a search matrix that integrates the best of
both the Memmi and Pride maps. Memmi was much more
successful in focusing exploration in northern Minnesota, but
Pride may have had better luck in Wisconsin, plus the latter
map highlights larger regions in UP Michigan and SE
Wyoming. The bright spot targets in Minnesota may have
been isolated because Memmi placed 10 percent interest in
occurrences of positive basement flexure axes, which are
common in this region (Memmi, 1993). The map by Memmi
also isolates the Mid-Continent Rift Zone, which is masked
on the map by Pride. However, the margins of the rift
probably should be included for their potential as hosts to
intrusive activity (e.g., such as that in South Africa — Sykes,
1978), and thus search distances remain sufficient to cover
aspects of rift margin geology.
In producing the combined map, we were particularly
concerned that the regions of known diamond occurrences
and the bright spot anomalies would persist, and we wanted
the broad linear structures that cross the northern Great
Plains to remain visible. Figure 6 highlights much of the best
Continued on Page 8

